
AGAR GEL IMMUNODIFFUSION 
(AGID) TEST

or
AGAR GEL PRECIPITATION TEST 

(AGPT)



Description

• The test is based on the diffusion of antigen and antibody in the semi-
solid medium formed with Agar and precipitaton in areas where the
antigen and antibody attach. 

• The passive diffusion of soluble antigens and/or antibodies toward
each other leading to their precipitation in a gel.



DEFINITIONS

• Precipitinogen: an antigen that stimulates precipitin production or
that reacts with antibody in an immunoprecipitation reaction.

The antigen used in the agar gel test

• Precipitin: an antibody that reacts with its specific antigen to form an 
insoluble precipitate. 

• Precipitate: the line formed in positive reactions (Ag + Ab junction)
• A solid or solid phase separated from a solution.

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/precipitin
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/precipitate


Sensitivity

• AGID test; it is generally less sensitive than neutralization and KF test. 
However, it is recommended as a reference method for persistent
infections like retroviruses, and also for the diagnosis of certain acute
infections.



What for do we use AGID test?

1. To detect Antibody or antibody titration

2. To detect viruses

-Virus identification



What do we need to perform the test?

• Agar

• Serum (known or suspected according to the purpose)

• Concentrated virus (known or suspected according to the purpose)



Protocol

1. Once the agar is autoclaved, it is transferred to the petri dishes and wait
for the agar to freeze. 

2.   Using a special drill, wells are

drilled one at the center and 6 around

it equidistant from the center.

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/AGAR-GEL-PRECIPITATION-TEST-(AGPT)-FOR-OF-PESTE-DES-Ahmed-
Bahar/a2cd2d93f945676937c53e7c6d29c83f4884572e/figure/3

https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/AGAR-GEL-PRECIPITATION-TEST-(AGPT)-FOR-OF-PESTE-DES-Ahmed-Bahar/a2cd2d93f945676937c53e7c6d29c83f4884572e/figure/3


3. According to the purpose;
Add the known material (serum or antigen) to the center well

And

Add the suspected materials to the peripheral wells.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/6656499/23/images/11/Placement+of+Reagents%2FSamples.jpg



4.  Following the incubation about 48-72 hours in an incubator, the
results are evaluated under the light.

https://slideplayer.com/slide/6656499/#google_vignette



Mechanism

https://www.goatbiology.com/caetestagid.html



https://slideplayer.com/slide/6656499/23/images/20/Diffusion+of+Reagents+Ag+As+Seen+as+a+precipitin+line.jpg

Antibodies diffuse
in all directions
within the gel.

Antigens diffuse in 
all directions within
the gel. Ab



https://slideplayer.com/slide/6656499/23/images/21/Diffusion+of+Reagents+Ag+As+At+24+hours+a+precipitin+line+is+visible.jpg

Ab



Both Ab and Ag diffuse 

radially from the wells

As equivalence is 

reached a visible ring 

of precipitation is 

formed

http://www.sbs.utexas.edu/sanders/Bio347/Lectures/2006/Lecture%208%202006.htm



https://slideplayer.com/slide/6656499/23/images/32/%231+AS+AS+AG+%233+%232+AS.jpg



AbAg

If Ab concentration is 
high, precipitate
forms close to Ag

If Ag concentration is 
high, precipitate
forms close to Ab
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• In this test, two samples showed lines
of identity with the positive control
sera and were positive (+). 

• In positive samples, in addition to the 
specific reaction, the presence of 
another nonspecific precipitation is 
observed. (Between arrows)



To calculate Ab titer

• If the test will be used to determine the antibody
titer of the serum, a series (1/2, ¼, 1/8, ...) 
dilution of the serum is prepared and the test is 
performed. 

• Antibody titer is evaluated as the final dilution
step where precipitate formation is seen.

http://www.ejpau.media.pl/articles/volume10/issue3/art-02.html


